
  
Inner   Circle   Step   1-3   Review   Funsheet   

  
You   are   invited   to   have   some   fun   reviewing   some   of   the   main   points   in   Steps   1-3.     
  

Please   don’t   treat   this   like   a   test!   There   will   not   be   any   grading!   :)   Can   you   see   how   if   
you   approach   it   in   a   playful   way,   you   are   likely   to   remember   more?     
  

Remember   to   aim   for   Bs   and   that   C   and   even   D’s   get   degrees!   We   have   grads   who   felt   
they   got   a   C   or   worse   in   their   first   run   through   the   program,   yet   are   clear   that   their   
parenting   has   transformed!   (If   you   are   a   recovering   perfectionist,   are   you   even   properly  
grading   yourself?)   
  

Step   1   
  

What   is   one   of   our   most   used   mantras?   Change   is   a   ______________   
  

What   is   one   of   the   key   elements   of   a   keystone   habit   that   makes   it   successful?   
_______________________________   
  

Name   3   Keystone   habits:   
1. ______________________________   
2. ______________________________   
3. ______________________________   

  
Which   keystone   habit   did   you   choose?   
_______________________________   
  
  

Name   2   Pause   Buttons:   
1. ___________________________   
2. ___________________________   

  
Which   Pause   Button   has   worked   best   for   you?   
______________________________   
  

Name   2   common   distortions   in   our   thinking:   
1. ____________________________   
2. ____________________________     



Step   2   
  

Where   can   you   find   your   village?   
_________________________________   
  
  

What   is   the   three   legged   stool   analogy   and   how   does   it   pertain   to   parenting?   
__________________________________   
  
  

Is   it   worth   getting   help   even   on   small   things   that   you   may   be   able   to   do   as   fast   or   faster,   
yourself?     
True    or    False   
  

Bonus    List   one   reason   why   it   can   be   helpful   to   get   help   even   on   small   things.    
  
  

Are   there   benefits   to   having   diversity   in   your   village,   even   if   you   don’t   align   with   
everyone’s   values?   (Diversity   can   include   people   of   different   ages,   race/culture/ethnicity,   
abilities,   as   well   as   different   levels   of   function   and/or   from   different   occupations   and   with   
different   beliefs.)   

  
True    or    False   
  

Bonus    List   one   reason   diversity   is   beneficial.      
  
  

How   do   you   ask   for   help   without   pressure?   
__________________________________   
  

Have   you   found   something   in   your   life   you   could   drop   the   ball   on?   
_________________________________   
  
  

What’s   one   thing   you   could   ask   your   partner,   or   someone   else   in   your   life,   for   help   with,   
that   is   a   nice   to   have,   not   a   need   to   have?   
  
  

Is   it   better   to   ask   for   help   only   when   we   need   it,   or   when   we   would   love   help   but   don’t   
need   it?   Why?     

   



Step   3     
Fill   in   the   acronym:   
  

A   
L   
I   
G   
N   
  
  

When   is   the   best   time   to   align?   
________________________________   
  
  

Name   2   Line   Builders:  
1. ______________________________   
2. ______________________________   

  
  

Which   Line   builder   is   your   favorite?   
_________________________________   
  
  

Name   1   of   the   2   things   you   can   do   to   help   with   sibling   rivalry:   
1. _______________________________   
2. (bonus   if   you   can   think   of   a   second   thing!)   

_______________________________   
  
  

What   can   you   do   to   maintain   the   line   when   separated?   
________________________________   
  
  

Finally,   IF   you   want   to   accept   the   mission,   we   invite   you   to   list   at   least   3   ways   that   your   
parenting   has   shifted,   even   if   it   is   tiny,   as   a   result   of   this   work   we   are   doing   together.   
  

1. ______________________________   
2. ______________________________   
3. ______________________________   

  


